News

2014 Sees A New Selling Venue for Wandoan Sale
In 2013 the Wandoan sale kicked off with a brand new look, this year we’re going with a brand new selling
venue. Over the past few months the Wandoan community has been busy with an upgrade to the Multipurpose
Livestock Handling Facility located at the Wandoan Showgrounds. This upgrade has included the redesign
and building of a new section of the yards increasing holding capacity and with the installation of 6 troughs
bringing the total to 11 permanent water yards, a new loading ramp and a livestock wash bay. One of the most
important features of this upgrade has been the design of a selling ring and permanent auctioneer’s box.

T

he new venue will provide buyers
with grandstand seating for over
150 people allowing buyers
better viewing and comfort while
making their purchases. The penningup yards are located in close proximity
to the sale ring enabling buyers to
efficiently view and compare bulls.
The overall easy flow of the yard
design will ensure bull sales can be
conducted with ease and efficiency and
in a safe manner, for both the bulls and
the public.

This year our sale will be on Monday
22nd September starting at approx
2.30pm. We will be offering 50 bulls
the majority of which are classified
“S” with a large percent being polled.
All bulls have been classifier approved
and will be fully vaccinated, semen and
soundness evaluated and tested free from
pestivirus. Bulls will be available for
inspection at the Wandoan Showgrounds
new sale venue from 12noon on Sunday
21st September. Please visit our website
www.wandoansgbullsale.com.au
for
further details with the catalogue and
bull pictures being available mid August.

Our sale motto is “Quality Bulls from
Start to Finish” and we endeavour
each year to achieve this, with this sale
having an exceptional line up of bulls
for both the stud and commercial buyer.
Our commitment to our clients stands
the same and this year we will again
be offering free delivery to nominated
centres, and a 5% outside agents rebate
(conditions apply).
Looking forward to seeing you all at
our new sale venue at the Wandoan
Showgrounds.

